Abstract : Lately, the authors have preserr[ed a technique, referred [o as selective modal analysis allowing for a reduction of computer storage and solution time for large finite clement models involving poroclastic structures. This method uses a dual basis associated with the skeleton in vacuo and the fluid phase equivalent lo the porous volume. A compact system in terms of modal unknowns is obtained by projecting the coupled system over the dual basis. This [cchnique has been tested to determine surface impedances and quadratic velocities of single porous materials excited mechanically and acoustically. In this paper, the efficiency of the selective modal approach is investigated for multilayered structures made up from several poroeIastic media.
INTRODUCTION
Finite element models based on {u,U) and {u,P} formulations of Biot's poroelasticity equations lead to large frequency dependent systems when multi-layered materials and large frequency band responses are required. This induces important set-up time, computer siorage and solution time. This paper investigates a selective modal approach to efficient solve for multi-layered poroelastic systems . Encouraging results have been obtained for single layer porous materials (1) and an attempt is made to extend these results to multi-layered poroelastic media.
THEORY
For harmonic oscillations with circular frequency m, the firritc clement discrctization of the weak (u,p) integral formulation (2) for a multilayered poroelastic material leads to the following systcm : The third step consists in projecting systcm (1) on the truncated dual modal basis (i .e only a few solid and fluid modes are retained) to give a reduced size symmetric complex sys[em in terms of modal coordinates (2).
(2)
RESULTS
The case of a laterally infinite four-layered poroelastic material bonded onto a rigid impervious wall and excited by a normal incidence plane wave is considered here. The material characteristics are given on fig. 1 . The chosen mesh leads to 80 solid modes and 84 fluid modes. Figures 1 and 2 show the convergence of the powers dissipated by viscous and thermal effects in the first layer according to the selected number of solid and fluid modes, as a function of frequency. Among the 164 modes available, only a fcw modes are necessary to estimate these indicators. Actually, the number of modes to achieve convergence depends on the selected vibroacoustic indicator and on the layer of interest. Note that the contributing modes have been selected using the plot of the modal contribution of solid and fluid modal as a function of frequency and mode order. .,o0
f(Hz) FIGURE 2. Power dissipated by thermal effects in the first poroelastic layer CONCLUSION A selective modal analysis for poroelastic Biot-Allard equations allowing to reduce system size of multi-layered poroelastic material has been proposed. As in the single layer case, one dimensional configurations yield promising results: only a few solid and fluid modes are needed to achieve reasonable errors on chosen indicators, Further work is going to be done on structures made up of a combination of elastic, acoustic and poroclastic layers.
